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The mission of LuminOre®, Incorporated is to provide the highest quality products and
service, partnering with our customers to empower their creative vision through
“changing the way the world works with metal.” ™
BACKGROUND

As the leader in composite metal technology, we are committed to ongoing research
and technological advancement of LuminOre products and services. We embrace a
policy of accessibility and cooperation with every client. By aligning ourselves with
strategic partners, we design, manufacture and install LuminOre products
throughout the world.
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MISSION STATEMENT

COMPANY HISTORY

LuminOre was founded in 1993 by company president Tom Valente, who is the inventor
of LuminOre Composite Metal™. The company’s exclusive patented cold-spray metal
process applies a beautiful and protective layer of real metal that creates products
that otherwise might be too impractical or expensive to produce by traditional casting,
plating or forging. From foam to fiberglass, cardboard to concrete, LuminOre Composite Metal adheres to almost any surface, in virtually any configuration or design, and
provides the aesthetic benefits of a cast or forged metal — including texture, luster and
heat conductivity — but without the weight and expense. LuminOre Composite Metal is
a more environmentally friendly alternative to the toxic effects of traditional metal forging
and plating. From the backlots of Hollywood to downtown Singapore, the LuminOre
name is synonymous with creating astounding metal structures, sculptures and coverings. LuminOre fabrication provides world-class project management, fabrication and
application services for projects throughout the world.
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

LuminOre Composite Metal is available in Aluminum, Brass, Bronze, Copper, Iron,
Nickel/Silver, White Bronze and Zinc. We manufacture the composite metals to exacting
specifications. Our products are warranted for 30 years when fabricated to LuminOre
standards.
LuminOre Fabrication provides project management services for architectural firms,
film studios, OEMs and commercial builders. Our services will ensure that your project
is completed to LuminOre specifications and is on time and on budget.

WE MAKE IT

WE BUILD IT

• Whatever our clients imagine, we can build
•O
 ur teams can be on site to evaluate and ensure proper fabrication and
application of LuminOre’s exclusive cold-metal coatings
• LuminOre’s experts manage the project application from inception to realization
•T
 he LuminOre Flyaway Team™ travels internationally to fabricate and install our
products
PROJECT TYPES

LuminOre’s cold-metal application using real metal, adheres to virtually any surface
through our patented process. Applications include, but are not limited to:
• Architectural features such as building facades, entry ways
• Interior applications for stairways, walls, ceilings and floors
• Studio film sets and props
• Water features
• Exterior signage
• OEM applications

APPLICATIONS
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From the backlots of Hollywood to downtown Singapore, the LuminOre® name is
synonymous with creating astounding metal architectural structures, sculptures
and coverings. We know that the success of our team is built upon the combined
achievements of its individuals.
TOM VALENTE

LuminOre is in very good hands indeed, as it is guided by the very man who
created our amazing, patented technology. In 1993, after 15 years of research and
development, Tom invented LuminOre, drawing upon his vast experience in the fields
of metallurgy and polymer and resin manufacturing.

PRESIDENT
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

LuminOre’s success is due in great part to Tom’s expertise in architectural project
management. Inspired by innovative European modular manufacturing techniques,
his innovations were first put to use in the field of architectural manufacturing. Under
Tom’s steady stewardship, LuminOre has developed into an industry leader, not
only for its unique metalizing process, but also for the company’s special ability to
seamlessly coordinate the efforts of several remote production facilities towards
large-scale project fulfillment.
SUSAN VALENTE

With over 30 years experience as a manager of operations, Susan can boast
exceptional organizational and administrative skills, as well as a certain knack
for anticipating the needs of the Chairman of the Board. She is responsible for
the daunting task of coordinating the smooth operation of all activities at the
multiple LuminOre production facilities, guaranteeing that prototypes meet client
expectations, sufficient raw inventory is on hand to manufacture composite metal
and that the material arrives at the fabrication facility on time and as specified.

CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We are proud to have Susan serve as a long-standing member of the LuminOre
Board of Directors.
JENNY VERVYNCK

Jenny brings an extensive background of organizational and sales development
as well as administration to LuminOre. Her passion for the use of LuminOre metals
to create beautiful, long lasting and affordable art and architectual features comes
through when she works with customers to imagine and develop their unique project
vision. Coordinating with fabricators as well as LuminOre technicians and experts
in metal application, she works with the project from start to finish to develop the
partnership between the customer and LuminOre. Serving each customer's unique
project requirements is her top priority.

DIRECTOR OF SALES
AND ADMINISTRATION
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RICK CLOONAN

Rick has a solid background as a general contractor. He started with LuminOre in 1995
and diligently worked his way up from technician to Production Manager. He has been
responsible for oversight of LuminOre’s Los Angeles composite metal manufacturing
facility since 2007.
BOB BLACKBURN

The motion picture business has prepared yet another of our valued employees for an
integral role at LuminOre, Inc. For 35 years, Bob has worked construction for the
movies, eventually assuming the role of Set Construction Coordinator.

PRODUCTION MANAGER
FOR COMPOSITE METALS

PROJECT MANAGER
FOR CONSTRUCTION

Some of his credits include: The Patriot, Pirates of the Caribbean, Miami Vice, Land of
the Lost and The Last Airbender. These films have taken him to locations in Thailand,
Greenland, the Caribbean, South America and all across the U.S.
Overseeing all aspects of construction, Bob uses his vast knowledge of structural
design and materials to advise the Art Department on fabrication, time and cost
analysis. In his role of coordinator, Bob oversees multiple crafts: paint, plaster,
sculpting, steel fabrication, glass and greens. He excels at managing several projects
simultaneously with varying timelines in different locations. He has experience managing
relationships with high-profile personalities along a broad spectrum, from consulting
with directors and producers, to supervising outside vendors and managing large
crews.
A construction expert, Bob and his teams have built entire villages and spaceships
and everything in between. Utilizing temporary work spaces, Bob’s core team of
professionals (with the assistance of local workers) allow him to construct almost
anything while working within a budget and high-pressure timelines. Bob and his team
are completely mobile and well-equipped to handle building projects anywhere in the
world.
After joining the LuminOre Team, Bob coordinated the largest scale project to date
using LuminOre, fabricated at multiple mobile facilities and installed at its final location.
SARITA RAVI

Based in Dubai, Sarita Ravi provides business development, sales and project
management in the Middle East. With her experience in international marketing
and public relations, coupled with her savvy business acumen, Ms. Ravi provides
customers with accurate technical data and creative solutions to complex projects.
Ms. Ravi is on the scene working with subcontractors and clients as she coordinates
and supervises bid proposals and onsite administration of Luminore’s activities in the

REGIONAL DIRECTOR
MIDDLE EAST

region. Sarita Ravi’s additional strengths include overseeing budgeting, subcontract
negotiations, timely completion of projects and cost control.
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PROJECT 45 PARK LANE HOTEL BUILDING FACADE | LONDON
CLIENT DORCHESTER COLLECTION
DESIGNER/BUILDER THE OFFICE OF THIERRY W. DESPONT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This highly conceptual and stunning exterior facade could only be achieved with
LuminOre's Composite Metal. The intent of architect Thierry Despont was to create
the perception of a continuous metallic surface flowing from the top of the building to
the ground level.
A series of 24 spectacular undulating metallic panels were fabricated by LuminOre,
working closely with Situ Studio, a consulting and digital fabrication company. The
panels weigh only 9 pounds per square foot, impossible to achieve with solid metal
panels. The metal-coated panels range in height from 6.5 to 10 feet, with the width
approximately 20 feet, creating a unique perspective spanning the width of the building's entrance. The panels were attached by fiber-reinforced plastic frames to steel
fittings tied back into the building's main floor slab.
PROJECT SCOPE
• 4,000 square feet of LuminOre Composite Metal
• 24 custom facade panels fabricated in Carlsbad, CA and shipped to London
• Substrate: CNC–milled foam with polyurethane resin hardcoat
• Situ Studio (New York) provided fabrication consulting services
• Project completed within budget and met all project deadlines
LUMINORE COMPOSITE METAL
Nickel-Silver Metal
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PROJECT GUCCI BUILDING FACADE | SINGAPORE
CLIENT GUCCI
DESIGNER/BUILDER PERMASTEELISA GROUP, ITALY

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
LuminOre® was specified by Permasteelisa, a builder specializing in exterior skins
and facades for large construction projects throughout the world. The exterior panels were fabricated by a South Chinese company and made from detailed extruded
aluminum.
The LuminOre Flyaway Team™ was sent to the site in South China and provided
project management during the fabrication application of LuminOre Composite
Metal™ to the panels.
PROJECT SCOPE
• 20,000 square feet of LuminOre Composite Metal
• Substrate: aluminum
• Designed custom machinery to increase production to meet deadline
• Established efficient workflow sequence
• Provided customized application techniques to streamline the
production schedule
• Our project management met all production and installation deadlines
LUMINORE COMPOSITE METAL
Bronze
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PROJECT LOUIS VUITTON, SPIRAL STAIRCASE | SINGAPORE
CLIENT FRONT DESIGN | NEW YORK
DESIGNER/BUILDER ELENA BRESCIANI | FRONT DESIGN | PERMASTELLISA

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A stunning free-standing spiral staircase for Louis Vuitton’s Singapore store was
manufactured in Thailand from cold-rolled steel. Once the staircase was installed,
Luminore’s Flyaway Team experts applied the Luminore Composite Metal™, completing the application within the controlled environmental confines of the high-end
retail location.
PROJECT SCOPE
• 2,400 square feet of LuminOre Composite Metal
• Substrate: cold-rolled steel
• A custom-built staging area built for metal application
• Equipment procured for proper application
• Established efficient workflow sequence
• Consulted with personnel on application techniques, thus streamlining
the process and reducing the production time
• Ensured project safety
• Project completed on a fast-track schedule — on time and on budget
LUMINORE COMPOSITE METAL
Bronze with custom patina
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PROJECT BELLAGIO BRASS DOME | LAS VEGAS
CLIENT BELLAGIO RESORT AND CASINO | LAS VEGAS
DESIGNER/BUILDER FEDERAL SIGN COMPANY | LAS VEGAS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
LuminOre Fabrication constructed the brass dome which sits atop the Bellagio
Resort and Casino. After fabrication, LuminOre Composite Metal™ was applied,
followed by a high-quality urethane clear-coat sealer.
PROJECT SCOPE
• Dome size: 12-foot diameter
• Installed 400 feet atop $1.5 billion masterpiece hotel
• Substrate: expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam with a metal frame
reinforcement. Formed with a CNC hot-wire machine
• Established efficient workflow sequence
• Dome remains in perfect condition after 17 years
LUMINORE COMPOSITE METAL
Brass. Machine polished.
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PROJECT WYNN HOTEL ARCHES | LAS VEGAS
CLIENT WYNN LAS VEGAS | LAS VEGAS
DESIGNER/BUILDER STEPHEN WYNN | LAS VEGAS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
LuminOre Fabrication built the 60-foot ornate scrolled arches with highpolished Luminore® keystones for the entryways leading into Wynn Las Vegas.
There are a total of four sets of fiberglass pieces which have a internal steel
structure finished with LuminOre’s Brass metal finish. The pieces were
constructed on short notice, meeting the demand for the hotel’s opening date.
PROJECT SCOPE
• 60-foot sculpted archway
• Designed and installed at the hotel's entryway
• Substrate: sculpted from expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam. Metal frame
structure for arch support
• Archway in perfect condition after seven years
• Fast-track completion schedule met
LUMINORE COMPOSITE METAL
Brass with high-polished patina
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